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The right turn
Covestro drives the Circular Economy - Key 
to climate neutrality and resource protection

Business model case study: Example of building a business 
model incorporating the concept of Circular Economy

ICEF 2020, Circular Economy Implementation
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Covestro –leading in the world of polymers

│ VCI Webinar - Zimmermann Plastics tracing via blockchain

We are pushing boundaries to make the world a brighter place

Leading position Strong performance Large portfolio Global player Highly innovative

•One of the largest 

polymer producers

•17,200 employees

•€12+ bn in sales 

•DAX member

•Upgrade by Moody's  

•Polyurethanes

•Polycarbonates

•Coatings, Adhesives, 

& Specialties

•Basic Chemicals

•30 sites worldwide

•Close to markets, 

customers and 

suppliers

•1,000+ employees in 

research and 

development

•80 years of ideas 

and inventions



New guiding principle

Consumption, production and value creation must change

Global challenges 

call for fundamental 

rethink of approaches

Climate change,                          

disturbed ecosystems 

Scarce resources for growing 

world population

Apply Circular Economy                      

as guiding principle

Leave consumption and 

production geared to one-off use

Avoid waste as much as possible

Stop wasting, burning or 

loosing carbon without recovery

Establish enduring 

value creation cycles 



Crucial role of plastics

Essential to drive resource-efficient Circular Economy

Plastics industry:                 

crucial to promote 

transition to                        

Circular Economy

Resource-intensive 

production

Supplier of many                         

key industries 

Plastics:

more and more 

needed for climate 

neutral world
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Strong vision: Covestro will fully embrace Circular Economy 

Guidance for strong collaboration along the value cycle

Embed circularity 

throughout the company

Become shaping force 

for Circular Economy

Contribute to a 

greenhouse 

gas neutral economy 

Innovative recycling

Joint solutions

Renewable energy

Alternative raw materials
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Photosynthesis

Imitate nature
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From linear to circular production
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New role for CO2

Covestro succeeded in using exhaust gas 

Innovative platform 

technology for                      

plastic components

Polyols with                                      

up to 20% of CO2

Breakthrough in 

catalysis research

Special production             

plant in Germany



Circularity entails new opportunities for business collaboration

Our invitation to the value cycle to collaboratively close the loop

Digital CE Services

Enabling services for 

Circularity

Sharing 

products

Alternatives to owning  

products / making use of  

shared goods

Switching to circular 

materials and renewable 

energy

Carbon neutral 

supply

Design for 

Circularity  

Design durable products 

that can be easier 

recylced

Reversed logistics

& closing cycles

Better seperation, collection

and sorting

Adaptable to industrial value 

cycles

You can’t share a polymer? 

Why not?

Tracking and digital product

passports to facilitate recycling

Blockchain Integration

#WeTrace

Recyclability at design and

production phase

Consideration of

recyclability, dismantling

and repairability

Only what is collected can

be recycled

Closing loops though

reversed logistics

Our circular product portfolio

Improving the environemtal

product performance
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ñWe will be 

fully circularò

Our new vision

Joined forces along the value cycle 

Powered by renewables

Breakthrough innovation



Forward-looking statements

Circular Economy at Covestro

This presentation may contain forward-looking statements based on current assumptions and forecasts made 

by Covestro AG. 

Various known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors could lead to material differences between 

the actual future results, financial situation, development or performance of the company and the estimates 

given here. These factors include those discussed in Covestro’spublic reports, which are available on the 

Covestro website at www.covestro.com. 

The company assumes no liability whatsoever to update these forward-looking statements or to adjust them 

to future events or developments.

http://www.covestro.com/


covestro.com

Thank you very much                   

for your attention!
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